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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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MAVRIXPHOTO.COM - WORLDWIDE - Mexican families prepare 'Tamales' the traditional Mexican food which are cooked this season to celebrate the candlemas day. On January 16, 2021 in Tepoztlan, Mexico. Tamales are part of the traditional Mexican food, made of corn dough and butter and are filled with chicken and green tomato sauce, and are wrapped in a dried corn leaf also known as 'Totomoxtle', Tepoztlan, Mexico, 16th January 2012. Byline, credit, TV usage, web usage or linkback must read MAVRIXPHOTO.COM. Failure to byline correctly will incur additional fees. Tel: +1 305 542 9275.
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